
 
 

ANIMAL MARKETING CLASS - A MOCK SALE     Sunday, beginning at 9 am   
Superintendent:   Joni Brewer  (503) 910-7186      
  

Any 4-H member in an Animal Science Project, regardless of animal ownership, is eligible. It is the exhibitor’s 
responsibility to sign up for the show. Superintendent will contact you to arrange show time. You must register for 
the class prior to fair, even though your specific time is unknown. 
  

General: The 4-H member sets the “sale”. He/she (“seller”) gives a presentation to the judge (“buyer”). The judge  
pretends to be interested in what the 4-H member has to “sell”. Maximum time for the “sale” is 10 minutes. The 
judge will ask follow-up questions to clarify points, check knowledge, or get more information. Expect dialog and 
“sell” your animal; speak with confidence. Why should the “buyer’ buy YOUR animal? 
  

Only 4-H animals may be used and each animal may be entered only once. A handler is mandatory for all animals and 
he/she must be a 4-H member. The 4-H member (“seller”) is responsible for choosing a handler who can manage the 
animal correctly and present himself/herself in a professional manner. Points will be deducted if one is not present. 
The handler will not be asked questions from the judge, nor will the seller talk to the handler during the “sale”.  
  

The 4-H member should remember to obtain the appropriate records for the animal shown, even if the animal is not 
their own. Records would include, but are not limited to: breeding records, performance record, health record, etc. 
Dogs, cats and pocket pets will be given a special pass for re-entry. Review Judging Criteria for other necessary 
information.  
 
Judging Criteria: TOTAL POINTS 100 
  

Presentation 50 pts Appearance (10 points): Seller, handler, animal and use of proper tack.   
  Delivery (20 points):  Clarity, eye contact, posture and fluency. 
  Organization (20 points): Introduction, identification, logic and timely presentation  
  and closure. 

Content   50 pts     a. Use of records, materials and visuals (15 points); (Breeding, performance health  
           and   misc.)     

 b. Knowledge of breed characteristics & conformation (25 points); (Use of  
     proper terminology, feed requirements, characteristics of specific animal.) 

         c. Asking price (5 points); Knowledge of current prices. 
         d. Responses to the “buyer” (5 points) 
  

-700 600 001  Animal Marketing Class, Junior 
-700 600 002  Animal Marketing Class, Intermediate 
-700 600 003  Animal Marketing Class, Senior 
  

CASH PRIZES will be given out to First ($20 each level), Second ($10 each level), and Third ($5 each level). 
 


